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ABSTRACT
Determining Figure Skating Jump Under-Rotation in Real-Time Using
IMU Sensors During Practice
Duncan O. Furgeson
Department of Computer Science, BYU
Master of Science
We explore the use of machine learning to detect under-rotation in figure skating jumps.
Under-Rotation in jumps is difficult for the skater to sense but learning to recognize underrotation is an important part of learning proper jump technique. To address this difficulty, we
present the Under-Rotation Monitor, or UR Monitor, a system for detecting under-rotated
figure skating jumps in real-time. UR Monitor uses a single inertial measurement unit (IMU)
attached to the skater’s waist that sends a stream of accelerometer and gyroscope data to a
mobile phone via Bluetooth. The mobile phone creates and sends an input vector of each
jump to a web-hosted API that returns a response from our trained classifier indicating
whether it considered that jump as ‘under-rotated’, or ‘completed rotation’. The classifier is
trained and tested on a collection of 444 jumps, of which only 121 are under-rotated. We
also present a process for addressing an imbalanced dataset on which the classifier trains.
Our classifier achieves an F1-score of only 0.66, suggesting that noise and imbalance in the
data set are significant issues.
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Determining Figure Skating Jump Under-Rotation in Real-Time
Using IMU Sensors During Practice
Duncan O. Furgeson
December 2022
Abstract
We explore the use of machine learning to detect under-rotation in figure skating jumps. UnderRotation in jumps is difficult for the skater to sense but learning to recognize under-rotation is an
important part of learning proper jump technique. To address this difficulty, we present the UnderRotation Monitor, or UR Monitor, a system for detecting under-rotated figure skating jumps in real-time.
UR Monitor uses a single inertial measurement unit (IMU) attached to the skater’s waist that sends a
stream of accelerometer and gyroscope data to a mobile phone via Bluetooth. The mobile phone creates
and sends an input vector of each jump to a web-hosted API that returns a response from our trained
classifier indicating whether it considered that jump as ‘under-rotated’, or ‘completed rotation’. The
classifier is trained and tested on a collection of 444 jumps, of which only 121 are under-rotated. We
also present a process for addressing an imbalanced dataset on which the classifier trains. Our classifier
achieves an F1-score of only 0.66, suggesting that noise and imbalance in the data set are significant
issues.
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Introduction

Improvements to sensor technology and computer vision have made collecting sports and athlete-related
data more accessible, reliable, and straightforward. As a result, researchers have been investigating how
data collected using these new systems can benefit coaches and athletes. Training in the sport of figure
skating involves movements being practiced repeatedly, supporting the idea that figure skating may lend
itself well to these technologies. IMUs (inertial measurement units) can measure acceleration and rotation,
and are small, light, and unobtrusive, all of which make them effective tools for gathering data from athletic
movements. Researchers have used IMUs to gather and analyze athlete data in the contexts of basketball
[8], [10], [15], and volleyball [3], [9], with interesting and informative results.
However, in the context of figure skating, using IMUs to gather data related to jumping performance
such as rotational velocity and jump height has not been widely studied. In many sports, including figure
skating, finding coaching-related uses for the IMU data can be a challenge, and interpreting the data even
more so.
As a step toward using IMUs in figure skating coaching, we analyze data collected by IMUs to find
a correlation between features in that data and the under-rotation of a jump. In figure skating, a jump
is considered under-rotated by the judges if it is missing rotation of more than a 1/4 but less than 1/2
revolution [16]. Finding this correlation would allow for the detection of under-rotated jumps, with the
goal of reducing their rate of incidence. This is significant as it could aid in the process of beginner skaters
learning how to intuit under-rotated jumps without the help of external devices. It could also aid in injury
prevention in figure skating, as under-rotated jumps can cause unnecessary torque on the skater’s joints.
A figure skater is in the air for less than a second during a jump, and unless a skater knows what to
look and feel for, they could have difficulty determining what is causing their under-rotated jumps. As a
step toward diagnosing the cause of an under-rotated jump, we explore the detection of under-rotated jumps
from IMU data in a system called the Under-Rotation Monitor, or UR Monitor. Skaters who are struggling
with under-rotating jumps could use the UR Monitor to view sensor data that helps them or their coach
determine the cause. Use of IMU data in coaching related to jump performance is grounded in our previous
study of figure skating coaching practice. In that study, one coach said, “...if [the skaters] know they’re
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Figure 1: Illustration of the definition of under-rotation.
actually jumping higher and they can see progress, it’s easier for them, it’s easier for [the coaches]” (SC01).
This suggests that there is an interest in a system for figure skating coaches to look at the skaters’ metrics
as they relate to jumps. Outside of our own interviews, King [7] examined the difficulties of performing a
quadruple toe loop compared to a triple toe loop and also found that objective measurements would help
coaches and skaters overcome the difficulties of teaching and learning the subtle differences in technique
between different toe loops. UR Monitor is intended to explore new ways for creating such a system that is
easy to use and cost-effective.
In this study of IMU data, we examined gyroscope and accelerometer data along the X, Y, and Z axes,
derived a total of 36 features such as air-time and jump height, and trained a machine learning classifier for
detecting under-rotated jumps based on these features. We use the International Skating Union’s definition
of an under-rotated jump [16]. By their definition, a jump is considered under-rotated by the judges if it is
missing rotation of more than 1/4 but less than 1/2 revolution. After it is missing more than 1/2 revolution,
it is considered a downgrade by the judges. However, for our purposes, we considered any jump that was
missing more than 1/4 revolution as under-rotated.
Figures 1 and 2 clarify what under-rotation means in figure skating. Fig. 1 illustrates in 2D an example
of an under-rotated jump on the ice. The dark blue arrow represents the orientation of the skate on the
ice, with the arrow pointing in the direction direction of the skate orientation with the toe at the top of the
figure and the heel at the bottom. The red arrows represent the direction that the skater rotates in the air.
For most jumps, the skater enters the jump going backwards and the light blue arrow shows the direction
that the skater is traveling when they enter the jump. The circle on the right shows an under-rotated jump.
The orange dotted arrow represents where the skate lands at the end of the skater’s jump. The white part of
the circle represents the ‘safe zone’, or where the skater would have needed to rotate in order for the jump
to be labeled as ‘completed rotation’ (the skater could also over-rotate beyond the white area).
Fig. 2 shows a real-life example of an under-rotated jump. The circles underneath the pictures show
the approximate orientation of the athlete’s skate as she leaves (left) and lands on (right) the ice. The blue
arrow represents the orientation of her skate, with the arrow pointing in the direction that the skater is
facing. The red slice of the circle on the right represents rotation that the skater is missing; if the skater had
rotated through the red area before landing, the jump would be labeled as ‘completed rotation’.
Our dataset for training the machine learning classifier consists of IMU data from 444 figure skating jumps.
However, only 121 of these jumps are under-rotated. This represented a problem for us as it meant there
was a severe class imbalance between jumps with completed rotation and jumps that were under-rotated.
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Figure 2: An annotated real-life figure skating jump that is under-rotated.
Training a classifier on this imbalanced data lead to poor accuracy, we believe due to the small amount of
under-rotated jumps that would be in the training or test set. In an attempt to mitigate this, we implemented
a variation on a technique called SMOTE [2], or Synthetic Minority Oversampling Technique, to create new
samples of under-rotated jumps. The variant of SMOTE we used is called polynom fit SMOTE mesh [5].
After oversampling the minority class this way, we then randomly undersampled the ‘completed rotation’
jumps.
Despite preprocessing the data to account for imbalanced classes, the resulting classifier was only able to
achieve F1-scores at or around 0.66. This is not a reliable classifier for use in a training setting. Rather, it
is better suited to a practice setting where a definitive under-rotation detector would not be necessary. In
order to improve the classifier’s performance, future work needs to be done to gather more data to create a
more balanced set of samples in the training data.
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Related Work

Previous work has been done to use IMU sensors [1] in figure skating to capture jump height, rotational
velocity, speed at which they enter the jump, and other metrics. However, no published work that uses this
data to identify under-rotated jumps was found. The following related work is relevant to our research and
informed many of the decisions we made when developing the UR Monitor.
Bruening et al. evaluated the feasibility of using an IMU to monitor three key aspects of figure skating
jumps: jump count, jump height, and rotational velocity [1]. They then used the data from the isolated
jumps to manually define thresholds for a jump identification algorithm. They evaluated their algorithm
against a calibrated video of the jumps and found that it was able to correctly count 39 of the 41 jumps,
and had just 7% error on airtime and 15% error on jump height. The focus of this research was on injury
prevention in the context of figure skating. Having an objective jump counter for skaters and coaches to
count jumps during practice would be a boon for injury prevention, because currently there is no widely
used metric for workload measurement for figure skaters while they practice. This research contribution is
similar to one of ours; it gathers various metrics of a figure skating jump using an IMU sensor. However, in
our work, we have extended this approach to include detecting jump under-rotation and have used machine
learning rather than hand-tuned algorithms.
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The dataset that these researchers produced with their study contains IMU data consisting of accelerometer and gyroscope data and was instrumental in our own research study. They also have video footage
of each jump for which their IMUs collected data. In order to use their datasets in our study, we needed
to go through this video footage and label each as either ‘under-rotated’ or ‘not under-rotated’. These
labels act as targets for the classifier and, along with the complete dataset and new samples generated by
polynom fit SMOTE mesh, make up the data on which our classifier was trained.
Schafer et al. explore the efficacy and accuracy of a figure skating jump analysis system [13]. This paper
asserts that video capture as a form of routine performance analysis is too time consuming and costly. This
assertion is consistent with our interviews with coaches. They use this to motivate the need for a more
sophisticated and specialized form of jump analysis. This research is relevant because it primarily focuses
on the practicality and effectiveness of software algorithms and IMUs. This is similar to the work that we
have done to gather our figure skating dataset. However, it is not clear from the paper how their algorithm
works. Also, this work does not explicitly explore a correlation between features of a jump’s IMU data and
whether that jump was under-rotated. The work done in this study showed that video capture as a form
of figure skating performance analysis is difficult to use and can be cost prohibitive. In contrast, the UR
Monitor is simple and cost effective, requiring only a single waist-mounted sensor and a mobile device with
an internet connection.
Previous work [11] examined the potential of a force-sensing wearable device for figure skaters for the
purpose of injury prevention. The researchers’ focus on injury prevention in the context of figure skating
is the primary reason that this research is relevant to our work. Our work focuses on a different aspect of
figure skating jumps but may also have benefits related to injury prevention. One of the potential benefits of
trying to prevent under-rotation of jumps is that it also helps reduce the risk of injury for the skater because
it avoids inducing unnecessary or excessive torque in the knee joint. However, this research paper did not
study rotation speed and under-rotation of jumps.
One other potential strategy for detecting and reducing the occurrence of under-rotated jumps is to help
the skater understand what they feel like intuitively so that they can detect them without the aid of external
tools and self-correct during practice. This is a low-tech strategy for figure skaters and uses insourcing
techniques where other methods that have been previously described use outsourcing techniques [1], [11],
[13], meaning they use external peripherals to provide insight on the skater’s movements. In the context of
figure skating, insourcing techniques involve helping the skater use their existing physical and mental abilities
to learn a new movement or skill, without aid from external devices [14]. In figure skating, this can include
strategies that use verbal instructions [6] or imagery training [12], among other techniques. The insourcing
strategies applied here have the benefit of being more accessible than outsourcing techniques because they do
not require any devices or peripherals. One study that does this is [4]. This paper examined and compared
the effectiveness of two mental practice techniques for figure skating. These techniques were paper freestyle
drawing (PFD) and walk through on floor (WTF). The researchers looked at each technique’s effectiveness
at increasing skater performance, self-efficacy, and self-confidence for competition. However, we chose to take
an outsourced approach to keep the focus of our work on creating a system for detecting jumps rather than
exploring the various ways that skaters learn to internalize the feeling associated with a properly rotated
jump. Our system could be used as part of a future study insourcing correct jump rotation.
Our data pipeline uses an oversampling variant of SMOTE, called polynom fit SMOTE mesh and is
presented in [5]. polynom fit SMOTE mesh differs from basic SMOTE in that instead of identifying nearest
neighbors, it draws lines from each minority sample to every other minority sample, and new samples are
points along those lines. The complete methodology for generating new samples is explained in [5]. This
process generates samples that are in the minority class and near enough to existing data points that it is
able to pass as a legitimate sample. This methodology made it ideal for us to generate additional samples
of the under-rotated class.
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Interview Study

We analyzed semi-structured interviews with eight figure skating coaches and analyzed the transcripts of
the interviews. All study methods were approved in advance by our institutional review board. No adverse
events were reported. These analyses were conducted in order to obtain deep responses with the flexibility
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to pursue unexpected topics that we discovered throughout the conversation.
Interviews consisted of seven top level questions on coaching methodologies, social coaching structures,
training efficiency and injury prevention, other technology for counting jumps, and a prototype app for jump
analysis. Interview questions were designed to transition during the interview from open-ended questions
about coaching in general to specific questions about a mobile phone app prototype so that initial discussions
would not be biased by our prototype design.
Figure skating coaches were recruited through the interviewers’ contacts, a professional directory, and
snowball sampling. All coaches had coached at least one skater who competed at the sectional level in the last
five years. Interviews include only coaches in the United States and interviews were conducted in English.
Coaching methods vary widely across skill levels and countries. Recruiting coaches who work with athletes
at a specific skill level and in a single country allowed narrowed the scope of the study to keep the number
of interviews and data analysis feasible.
From the interviews, we learned that coaches and skaters would value some mode of tracking jumps
while they are practicing. Some coaches said that letting the skater see progress in front of them makes
the learning process easier for them. One coach expressed approval of a potential system for gathering data
from multiple skaters’ sensors simultaneously as a method of monitoring them in practice (SC-02). From
this, we learned that outsourcing methodologies would be more compatible with the coaches’ interests than
insourcing methodologies would.
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Methods

In this section, we describe the methods that we used to construct our data pipeline to maximize the
performance of the UR Monitor. We first describe the methodology used to obtain the dataset for our study.
Then, we define the features we derived from the dataset to be used in our classifier. Next, we describe
the methods we used to select the best classifier for our data. Finally, we explain the methods we used to
establish the best oversampler for our data.

4.1

Data Collection and Annotation

The dataset that we used for our study includes data from [1] augmented with additional data. All data were
collected using the same process. Accelerometer and gyroscope data were collected in the field by attaching
inertial measurement units (IMUs) to the waist, both ankles, and both wrists of figure skaters while they
performed a series of jumps. Our dataset consisted of 444 jumps in total. Skaters were between the ages of 12
and 27 years old, and their skill levels ranged from intermediate to expert. All skaters were able to perform
jumps with at least two revolutions. The sensors used in the collection of the data were APDM Opal IMU
sensors, with a sampling rate of 120 samples per second. These jumps were also recorded in high-resolution
video that was synchronized to the stream of data from the IMUs. To label the data for our classifier, video
of each jump was analyzed by one annotator, the annotator was trained by experienced coaches and skaters
to recognize under-rotation in video of jumps. In addition, the annotator and experienced coaches and
skaters collaborated to devise the criteria for labelling under-rotated jumps. This analysis was conducted to
determine whether each jump was under-rotated or if the rotation was completed.
The initial dataset contained accelerometer, gyroscope, magnetometer, and orientation data from the
waist sensor, the left and right ankle sensors, and the left and right wrist sensors. We chose to exclude
magnetometer data from our feature engineering, as the cardinal direction a skater is facing has no bearing
on whether a jump is under-rotated. We also decided to limit the UR Monitor to only include the waist sensor,
as this would be simpler to use in practice, only requiring a skater to put on a single sensor. Additionally,
our jump detector for generating input vectors could only use a singular sensor.

4.2

Feature Selection

We used 36 features for the training and testing of our classifier, all of them derived from the X, Y, and
Z axes of the waist-mounted sensor’s accelerometer and gyroscope readings. Derived columns included
maximum, minimum, and average values of each during the course of the jump, as well as flight time and
jump height. These derivations were selected for their ability to best describe the IMU data of each jump.
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Classifier
Random Forest
Decision Tree
KNN
AdaBoost

F1-score
0.578
0.534
0.392
0.489

ROC-AUC
0.714
0.692
0.692
0.663

G-Mean
13.137
13.014
10.176
11.610

Table 1: Results from pilot tests on potential classifiers. Scores are averages of each fold from 10-fold CV.
More detailed descriptions of these and additional features and the mathematical processes through which
they were calculated can be found in the Appendix.
With our features selected, the data itself needed to be retrieved and aggregated to fit our needs. Slight
variations occurred in the delay between annotated times of takeoff and landing and the moments the sensor
detected a spike in acceleration. This is due to the velocity at which the force propagates through the
skater’s body to where the sensor is located. The spike in acceleration from takeoff and landing detected by
a waist-mounted sensor reaches the sensor about 0.07 seconds after the actual takeoff and landing on the ice.
However, annotations in the original dataset [1] define the moment that the skate leaves and hits the ice to
be the moments of takeoff and landing. Thus, using their takeoff and landing times would exclude part of
the IMU-measured spike in acceleration from when they hit the ice. Due to these differences in actual versus
IMU-measured takeoff and landing times, a few rows before and after the annotated takeoff and landing
times were retrieved from the comprehensive IMU data for each skater.

4.3

Selecting a Classifier

We used a small pilot study to select a classifier for use in more detailed experiments. The pilot study tests
in table 1 were performed with all of the default hyper-parameters for each classifier. Each classifier was
run on our original dataset using K-fold Cross Validation and a K-value of 10. These tests show that a
RandomForestClassifier performed best on our data when using F1-score as the deciding evaluation metric.
With this classifier selected, we deduced the optimal hyper-parameters by using a RandomizedSearchCV
operation to optimize it for the best possible performance.

4.4

Addressing Imbalanced Data

Our preliminary results showed that the performance of our classifier on the original dataset did not achieve
an F1-score that could be used in practice. We attributed this to the class imbalance that exists in our
dataset. Training on imbalanced data causes the classifier to be unfairly imbalanced towards the majority
class.
We used several methods to address this imbalance. We first oversampled the minority class
(UR jumps), and then randomly undersampled the majority class (CR jumps). We used a variant of a
technique called SMOTE, which stands for Synthetic Minority Oversampling Technique. SMOTE generates
new samples that are similar to existing ones with slight variations, but not so much variation that the class
is likely to change. This is important for the accuracy of the resulting classifier, along with randomized
undersampling of the majority class, because it generates a training set that has a proportion of minority to
majority class samples that equals the user-specified ratio, in our case, 0.7. The specific SMOTE technique
we use is called polynom fit SMOTE mesh, and is presented in [5].
The results in 2 were obtained by using a K-fold Cross Validation with a K-value of 10. Each oversampler
was run with the same proportion parameter of 0.7, meaning each oversampler generates new samples such
that the ratio of minority class samples to majority class samples is 0.7. Pilot tests were conducted with
under-sampling proportion parameters from 0.3 to 0.9, and we found that 0.7 yielded the best results.
Additionally, the K-fold CV, oversampler, and randomized undersampler in each test all used a controlled
random state to ensure that variance in performance was attributable only to the different methodologies each
oversampler used. The results show that polynom fit SMOTE mesh outperformed the other oversamplers,
even if only by a small margin, by all of our evaluation metrics.
After oversampling to a proportion of 0.7, the majority class was undersampled to a proportion of 0.9. The
method used was Random Undersampling, or RUS. RUS performs randomized removal of samples in the CR
class until the ratio of minority class samples to majority class samples is the user-specified proportion. This
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Oversampler
polynom fit SMOTE mesh
SMOTE Cosine
polynom fit SMOTE star
DEAGO
polynom fit SMOTE poly
ProWSyn
SMOTE PSO
DSRBF
SMOTE OUT
SMOTE RSB

F1-Score
0.6687
0.6684
0.653
0.653
0.652
0.650
0.650
0.649
0.648
0.647

ROC-AUC
0.7834
0.7833
0.769
0.767
0.767
0.766
0.764
0.769
0.765
0.775

G-Mean
15.142
15.038
14.568
14.495
14.418
14.690
14.579
14.556
14.617
14.969

Table 2: Results from pilot tests on 86 oversampling methods. Shown are the top ten oversamplers, sorted
by F1-score.

(a) Full dataset Principal Component Analysis (ncomponents = 2) BEFORE oversampling.

(b) Full dataset Principal Component Analysis (ncomponents = 2) AFTER oversampling.

Figure 3: Scatter plots showing distribution of samples in a reduced space before and after oversampling
with polynom fit SMOTE mesh.
was implemented per the recommendation of the original creators of SMOTE, who suggest using randomized
undersampling of the majority class as a method of improving the machine learning on imbalanced data [2].
In Fig. 3 are two graphs that were made using Principal Component Analysis (PCA) on our data
before and after applying polynom fit SMOTE mesh. PCA uses the centers of each dimension to perform
a dimensionality reduction on our data without removing any samples from our dataset and minimizing
information loss. In our study, PCA was only used to reduce the dimensionality of the data set in order
to create these graphics, it had no part in the training or testing process of our classifier. We distilled our
data down to two principal components before and after applying polynom fit SMOTE mesh and graphed
the points in the resulting space.
Green points represent jumps with completed rotation, and red points represent under-rotated jumps.
The second graph after polynom fit SMOTE mesh was applied contains far more red points than before,
because of the generation of new UR samples.
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5
5.1

Results
Classifier Performance

Validation was conducted on the classifier using F1-score, Area Under the Receiver Operating Characteristic
Curve (ROC-AUC), and Geometric Mean (G-Mean) as evaluation metrics, with a focus on F1-score. When
working with imbalanced datasets, accuracy is not an ideal metric of evaluation. This is due to accuracy’s
reliance on correct vs. incorrect predictions. For example, in a dataset with 1000 samples, 970 of them being
of one class and 30 of another, a classifier that simply guessed the majority class every time would result in
a 97 percent accuracy score, giving an overly favorable outlook on the classifier’s ability to classify new data.
F1-score is calculated by taking the harmonic mean of precision and recall, making it less biased towards
the majority class and giving a much more authentic representation of the classifier’s performance.
Our tests showed that the use of polynom fit SMOTE mesh and RUS improved the classifier’s performance
when compared to its performance on data that wasn’t preprocessed with polynom fit SMOTE mesh and
RUS. The measured performance improvement, while small in magnitude, was significant when compared
to the original performance.
Initial validation of our classifier was performed using K-fold Cross Validation with a K-value of 10.
Using K-fold CV in this way divides the entire dataset into K equal “folds”, and uses each fold as a test set
and the remaining K - 1 as the training set, producing an F1 score for each fold. This ensures that we didn’t
simply receive an unrepresentative train-test split and gives an F1-score that is a more honest description of
the classifier’s performance.
When trained on data that was not preprocessed with polynom fit SMOTE mesh and randomized undersampling, the RandomForestClassifier produced F1 scores of around 0.57. This score was obtained by
running the classifier on each fold of a K-fold Cross Validation, with a K-value of 10.
With the use of polynom fit SMOTE mesh to oversample our training data, our trained classifier was
able to achieve achieve F1-scores averaging around 0.66. These scores were obtained using the same 10-fold
cross validation and controlled random state that was used previously for initial validation of the classifier.

5.2

Field Tests

In order to test our classifier in a real-world setting, we deployed it to an API hosted on AWS and had figure
skaters at an ice rink wear a Suunto MoveSense sensor around their waist which was paired to a mobile
phone. The MoveSense sensor has a slightly slower sampling rate than the APDM Opal IMU, sampling at
104 samples per second (compared to the APDM’s sampling rate of 120 samples per second), but the input
vectors generated are equally as valid. We undersampled the APDM data and trained a classifier designed
to work at 104 samples per second. The endpoint was then able to be invoked from an app on the mobile
phone that had jump detection algorithms already implemented. The skaters were asked to complete one or
two jumps with the MoveSense sensor attached. The jump detection algorithms would detect the jumps and
create an input vector for each one to send to the API, which would then return a response: 0 for ‘Completed
Rotation’, or 1 for ‘Under-Rotated’. These results would come in as soon as the session completed, and would
be assessed against a ground truth of what an expert who observed the jump considered the jump to be.
These field tests suggest that the classifier can be deployed in a real-world setting as intended.
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Discussion

The primary result of this paper is the UR Monitor which is a system for detecting under-rotated jumps in
figure skating that can deployed in a real-world practice setting. Unfortunately, the classifier is not accurate
enough for reliable use in training but could be useful for flagging jumps that merit further review. In the
the future, a sufficiently accurate classifier could be deployed as part of this system. Class imbalance and
noise in the data likely resulted in an inaccurate classifier.
The key limitations of the UR Monitor center around the robustness of the classifier and, by extension,
the data on which the classifier was trained. We suspect that our dataset has a low signal-to-noise ratio. A
larger and more robust training dataset could mitigate the noise that is in our dataset and provide more signal
for detecting under-rotated jumps. This would be tremendous for improving the UR Monitor’s classifier.
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One potential cause of the amount of noise in our dataset is the large variety in the skaters that were
examined for the original dataset. Skaters of various ages, and thus size and skill level, were used to gather
IMU data. If a training set large enough to overcome the variance in skater age, size, and skill level, or
a dataset with enough signal in each class such that oversampling with polynom fit SMOTE mesh or any
other oversampler is no longer necessary could be obtained, the performance of the classifier would likely be
improved.
Another weakness of the UR Monitor is that the jump detector that we use for creating the input vectors
to send to our classifier has issues with detecting jumps where the skater falls over at landing. A jump
detector that is able to generate these input vectors for edge cases like a skater falling upon hitting the ice
would yield a more robust classifier.
When the UR Monitor is eventually deployed in actual practice session, it will need to be trained on
jumps identified by the automatic jump detector rather than by hand using synchronized video so that the
jump predictions are based on data similar to the training data. The training data on which the classifier
is currently trained was annotated by hand. While this is effective for obtaining highly accurate takeoff and
landing times, due to the physics at work when a skater leaves and hits the ice during a jump, the change in
acceleration isn’t detected by the sensor on their waist until roughly a tenth of a second after they have left
or hit the ice. In an attempt to address this in our dataset, we artificially widened the window of each jump
by a small amount beyond the hand-annotated takeoff and landing times in order to capture the IMU data
from the takeoff and landing. We applied the same window adjustment to every jump, one that we felt
best balanced inclusion of applicable IMU data while not being overly large. If the classifier were trained on
a dataset of the same size as ours but with jumps whose takeoff and landing were determined by software
and not by the human eye, we believe the classifier’s performance when confronted with new data would
improve.
Future iterations of the UR Monitor could also experiment with the positioning of the IMU on the skater
for both the training of the classifier and testing. In our user tests, we encountered instances where an expert
that watched a jump would say that the jump was definitely under-rotated, but the classifier would label
that jump as ’completed rotation’. One theory that we had for this disagreement was that while the skater’s
skate may not have completed the required rotation needed to label the jump as ‘completed rotation’, their
torso/waist, where the IMU is mounted, did complete that required rotation. If their skate(s) lags behind
their torso in rotation and their torso completes the required rotation, then the IMU would detect that
jump as ‘completed rotation’, when in reality their skate did not rotate enough, and should be labelled as
‘under-rotated’.
Changing the location of the skater-worn sensor to the ankle reduces the amount of time needed for
the force to propagate from the skate through the skater’s body and to the sensor. This may reduce the
difference between takeoff and landing times identified using video and takeoff and landing times identified
using the sensor. The disagreement between the expert and our classifier could also potentially be explained
by the amount of time it takes for the force of takeoff and landing to propagate through the skater’s body
and to the sensor on their waist. The skate being the definitive device in the determination of under-rotation
in figure skating, moving the sensor to the ankle would also ensure that the sensor is as close in alignment
and movement as possible to the skate. Additionally, training a classifier on data from more than one sensor
may result in increased accuracy.
Finally, training the classifier on IMU data from a different sensor would be simple. However, adjusting
the UR Monitor to take advantage of this would require a retooled jump detector, as the jump detector we
used was derived from data collected using the waist sensor alone.
An additional improvement of the UR Monitor could implement a system that invokes the web-hosted
API with the input vector of a jump as soon as the jump is detected, rather than when the session ends.
This usability improvement is motivated by our experience with figure skating coaches at a figure skating
rink. The coaches wanted to see information about a jump after it was taken, rather than at the end of the
skating session. Implementing this change would improve the user experience and responsiveness of the app,
adding to the overall usability of the UR Monitor.
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7

Conclusion

In conclusion, we have made a system, UR Monitor, that offers a novel method of detecting under-rotation
in figure skating jumps. This is done in near real-time using an IMU sensor attached to the waist of the
figure skater that is paired to a mobile device with an internet connection. In addition, we have trained
a RandomForestClassifier using existing jump data that was preprocessed using polynom fit SMOTE mesh
oversampling and random undersampling. Our classifier offers a modest degree of reliability of detecting
under-rotated jumps.
Through our research we conclude that further work that could be done to improve the performance
of the UR Monitor include obtaining a larger dataset of figure skating jump IMU data, and exploring
the implementation of an ankle-mounted IMU as opposed to a waist-mounted IMU. In addition, from our
experience talking with figure skating coaches at an ice skating rink, introducing a more rapid under-rotation
detection system would improve the UR Monitor’s overall usability.
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Appendix

This table provides detailed descriptions of the mathematical processes through which we derived the various
features from the IMU data.
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Features Derived
Minimum: Accelerometer and
Gyroscope X, Y, and Z-axis
Maximum: Accelerometer and
Gyroscope X, Y, and Z-axis
Average (Mean): Accelerometer
and Gyroscope X, Y, and Z-axis
Standard Deviation: Accelerometer and Gyroscope X, Y, and Zaxis
Average Step Difference between
Consecutive Measurements: Accelerometer and Gyroscope X, Y,
and Z-axis

Area Under the Curve: Gyroscope X

Methodology
The minimum of the absolute values across the jump of the accelerometer’s and gyroscope’s readings on the X, Y, and Z axes,
respectively.
The maximum of the absolute values across the jump of the accelerometer’s and gyroscope’s readings on the X, Y, and Z axes,
respectively.
The average (mean) of the absolute values of the accelerometer’s
and gyroscope’s readings on the X, Y, and Z axes, respectively.
The standard deviation of the absolute values of the accelerometer’s
and gyroscope’s readings on the X, Y, and Z axes, respectively.
The average (mean) difference between a measurement in the jump
and the next measurement in that same jump. Calculated as follows
for a series of i readings
P
i |accelxi − accelxi−1 |
i
The area underneath the jump curve using the gyroscope’s X-axis
readings and Time as the parameters to calculate the area. The
sampling rate of the APDM sensors (the sensors used in the training
data) is 120 HZ, so each reading is separated by 1/120th of a second.
X
i

Flight Time (seconds)

gyroxi ∗

1
120

Flight time is calculated by subtracting the Unix timestamp of the
jump landing from the timestamp of the takeoff and dividing the
result by 100,000 to convert it to seconds.
landingt − takeoff t
100, 000

Jump Height (meters)
4.905 ∗
Landing Rotation
Difference Between Max Rotat.
and Landing Rotat.
Difference Between Max Rotat.
and Landing Rotat. (Percentage)

r

FlightTime
2

4.905 is the gravity coefficient.
Calculated by taking the final value in the jump of the gyroscope’s
X-axis reading.
|(MaxRotatVelocityX) − (LandingRotatVelocityX)|
Previous value, but represented as a percentage.
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